Abstract
Introduction
Numerical simulation is an integral component of many science and engineering disciplines, with applications ranging from computational fluid dynamics to structural mechanics. Usually such simulations involve discretizing a continuous function onto a mesh. For reasons of accuracy and flexibility, unstructured hexahedral meshes are the preferred representation [1] , which has spawned a tremendous amount of research effort over the past decade on developing automated hexahedral meshing methods [2] for discretizing complex geometry with well-shaped elements.
In massively parallel simulations, it is common to write both the mesh and the fields attached to it to disk periodically, e.g. once every time step, regardless of whether the mesh connectivity and geometry change over time. The mesh is most often represented as an array of 3D vertex (aka. node) positions (the geometry) and a separate array of indices (the connectivity) into the vertex array to represent the hexahedral elements (aka. cells or zones), with eight indices per hexahedron. Assuming equal numbers of vertices and hexahedra, 64-bit double precision for the geometry, and 32-bit integer indices for connectivity, this representation equates to 56 bytes per hexahedron for the function domain alone. As meshes may range up to millions of hexahedra, writing just the mesh to disk once may require gigabytes of space.
Data compression techniques specialized for meshes [3] offer a means to alleviate the I/O demands of large simulations. Such methods usually build a separate mesh data structure that is traversed from element to adjacent element in some deterministic order. Only a handful of symbols are needed to specify how each element is attached to the previously encoded partial mesh. The mesh geometry is often aggressively quantized to a dozen or so bits per coordinate to allow simple residual coding via a small set of linear predictors.
Unfortunately many of these prior techniques are not applicable to compression of simulation data. First, both memory and CPU time are extremely scarce resources in numerical simulation, and the time and memory needed to first construct a mesh data structure are often not available. For example, the methods proposed in [4, 5] require memory on the order of several hundreds to over a thousand bytes per hexahedron. Second, for checkpointing purposes and accurate analysis, the compression scheme must be lossless [6, 7] . Not only does this requirement rule out quantization, but it also implies that the geometry and connectivity arrays may not be reordered so that the simulation state can be perfectly recovered, e.g. for debugging purposes, to avoid numerical drift due to out-of-order floating-point operations, and to keep external references to the mesh valid. Even the "orientation" of each hexahedron, i.e. the order in which its eight vertex indices are listed, must remain intact. Until recently [8, 9] mesh compressors have relied on reordering to maximize data reduction by avoiding explicit coding of the permutations of elements. (Note that reordering for compression purposes may be acceptable as a one-time preprocess before the simulation is run.) Finally, the compression scheme must be online. Shortage of time and disk space eliminates the possibility to make one or more analysis passes over the mesh, or to first dump it uncompressed to disk. An online scheme integrates easily with applications by accepting and coding each vertex and element as they are output. From a pragmatic standpoint, such transparent and lossless compression is crucial for widespread adoption.
Faced with these requirements, we here present a simple yet effective lossless compression scheme for hexahedral meshes. We exploit the regularity in the combinatorial structure of the mesh, as well as the nearly invariably coherent orderings of vertices and elements produced by mesh generators. Rather than encoding how to attach elements to the advancing front between visited and not-yet-visited elements, we directly compress the integer-valued mesh connectivity list via hash-based value prediction [10] . Furthermore, instead of adopting sophisticated context modeling and source coding techniques, we similarly to [11, 12] rely on a general purpose text compressor such as gzip and focus on transforming the input into a byte-aligned stream of easy-to-compress symbols. Our method has a fixed (but configurable) memory footprint, runs in linear time, and is easily integrated with most applications with minimal code changes. Though our technique is generally less effective than state of the art, it is considerably faster and much more memory efficient and simple to implement. Moreover, our method trivially handles nonmanifold and degenerate elements and preserves the ordering of both vertices and elements. Hence it is completely lossless.
Connectivity compression
Hexahedral meshes usually exhibit a large amount of regularity in both geometry and connectivity that can be exploited by a compressor. Unfortunately this regularity does not emerge directly in the connectivity list. For example, running gzip on the raw list of 32-bit indices usually results in poor compression, in part because the indices are wider than the byte-level granularity on which gzip operates, but more importantly because each index occurs at most a few times, preventing recurring patterns to form. Hence a transform that can expose the regularity to such a compressor is needed.
Contrary to tetrahedral elements, hexahedral elements tile space uniformly, and the dual of a uniform hexahedral grid is also hexahedral. These properties imply that, aside from the "curving" of space needed to mesh the boundary, the interior can predominantly be tiled with a combinatorially (and even geometrically) regular grid, in which each vertex has eight incident elements. As a consequence, most hexahedral meshes have roughly equal numbers of vertices and hexahedra.
Hexahedral meshes are with few exceptions generated by automated methods that tile the interior of a prescribed quadrilateral mesh boundary [2] . Such mesh generators tend to order elements by tracing out strands or sheets of hexahedra such that consecutive elements share a face. Because vertex and element generation usually occur in tandem, and since on average each interior hexahedral element is paired with one vertex, there is often substantial correlation between vertex and element index. Finally, in this mesh growing process, it is natural to orient consecutive adjacent elements consistently, i.e. so that adjacent elements agree which of the eight vertices within each element is, e.g., the "bottom-left-far" one. 1 The benchmark meshes in Figure 1 have a largely consistent orientation, as is indicated by large uniformly colored regions of faces. Here all first faces (e.g. formed by the first four vertices) within the hexahedra are assigned the same color, and so on.
For systematically and consistently ordered meshes, it is possible to separate the H × 8 index array of H hexahedra into eight linear streams of H indices each (see Table 1 ), and to compress them largely independently. This strategy, which is a significant departure from previous work on hexahedral mesh compression [4, 5] , is the one we take in this paper. Our main approach is to use the last few indices as context for a value predictor, to employ byte-aligned variable-length residual coding when there is a misprediction, and to compress the resulting byte stream using a general purpose byte stream compressor such as gzip or bzip2. Because we do not reconstruct the mesh from the index list, we are not burdened with the difficulties of maintaining a mesh data structure, or handling nonmanifold or degenerate elements (e.g. with one face collapsed to an edge, forming a wedge element), but simply losslessly compress the integer index array. In the subsections below, we describe each of the components of our compressor. Table 1 shows a piece of an index list for a regular grid. Our goal is to encode this list row by row, from left to right. Each row holds the vertices of an element that span the three spatial dimensions. Though the example in Table 1 is overly simplistic, the runs of constant strides v A more general stride-based approach is the differential finite context method (DFCM) [13] , which has been used successfully for trace file and floating-point compression [7, 12] . The basic DFCM predictor is a hash table that maps a set of recent strides to the current, predicted stride. No collision resolution is employed; insertions overwrite past hash entries. DFCM accounts for non-linearities and variations in strides by learning recurring-though not necessarily constant-stride patterns. The free parameters in a DFCM predictor are the hash function and table size used, and the decision what to store in the table. We found hash tables as small as 2 12 = 4, 096 entries to work sufficiently well. In choosing a hash function, we note that when a prediction fails, often the other indices within the same element are also be mispredicted, as happens for example after the element traversal hits a dead end at a boundary. We therefore use as context not only the previous stride in the same column of the index list, but also incorporate in the hash function the most recent stride from the previous column, thereby involving another index from the same element. Variations in this secondary stride diverts the hash lookup to different parts of the hash table to avoid collisions.
DFCM index prediction
Listing 1 shows the actual hash function used, with the argument v holding the linearized index list in row-major order. Note that only (some of) the last 16 indices from the index list are used as context and need to be buffered. To shorten the warm-up time of the zero-initialized hash table, we store in it not the predicted stride, as in the original DFCM method, but rather the difference in strides, anticipating constant strides (as opposed to rarely occurring zero-strides). (This approach is equivalent to initializing the d th entry with d in standard DFCM, but only for strides d smaller than the hash size.) This way we correctly predict all constant stride sequences without first having to learn them. One may thus view our hash entries as learned correctors to the linear extrapolation p j i . In our basic scheme, we use one DFCM hash table per column to predict the eight vertex indices of a hexahedron. In a single byte we encode using one bit per vertex whether the corresponding index was correctly predicted. Any mispredicted indices are appended verbatim. Assuming 32-bit integer indices, this scheme yields a maximum compression of 32:1. We outline below several modifications and improvements to this basic scheme.
Confidence bit
As pointed out in [13] , in constant-stride subsequences such as nested loops the single difference in stride due to loop restart usually causes two mispredictions: once when the counter first wraps, and once when the constant stride re-emerges since it has then been replaced by the wraparound stride in the hash table. Similar wraparounds frequently occur in hexahedral meshes, e.g. when reaching the mesh boundary or a previously generated element. To guard against such double whammies, we add a single-bit confidence counter to each hash entry that reflects whether the associated prediction was last successful. Following a misprediction the hash entry is updated only if the confidence bit is not set. This technique improved compression of all of our benchmark meshes, and on average by 17%.
Variable-length byte coding
An obvious modification to the scheme is to use variable-length residual coding for small or frequent residuals (i.e. differences between actual and predicted indices). As is common, we remap the signed residuals to ordinals by magnitude: (0, −1, +1, −2, +2, . . .) . We then encode these ordinals using a variable number of bytes.
Several byte-aligned coding schemes have been proposed, including fixed-to-variable codes such as radix-256 Huffman and variable-to-fixed codes such as Anh and Moffat's carryover-12 scheme [14] . Perhaps the simplest fixed-to-variable code is the static byte code (see, e.g., [14] ), in which an integer is broken down into seven value bits followed by a continuation bit that signals whether more value bits are needed to represent the integer. Though potentially far from optimal, we chose this code because it is simple and fast to construct, and it preserves the bit pattern in frequent (perhaps large) residuals that can be exploited by a subsequent zlib coding phase. Compared to using raw fixed-length indices, this modification resulted in a 72% improvement in compression on average.
Reprediction
Failed DFCM predictions are often poorly correlated with the actual indices, for two reasons. First, when the failure is due to a hash collision, the predicted and actual values may be arbitrarily far apart. Second, even if such residuals are not large, they tend not to exhibit any particular regularity, and therefore do not compress well. Therefore we propose using an alternative predictor to compute residuals when the DFCM predictor fails.
Because vertex indices are often regular and localized with respect to the sequence of hexahedra, we would expect that the index of a neighboring vertex would serve as a fair (though rarely perfect) predictor. Since we maintain only two hexahedra as context with no additional adjacency information, we limit the candidate neighbors to those either in the same or previous hexahedron as the current vertex v To choose which neighbor to use as prediction, we apply this same neighbor predictor to the eight most recently encoded vertex indices and compute residuals. We then use as prediction for the current vertex the neighbor in the direction of smallest mean absolute residual. This heuristic produces not only small residuals on average, but also regular ones whenever strides between adjacent vertices are regular, as is often the case. This scheme furthermore worked consistently and considerably better than simpler approaches, such as using a fixed, data-independent priority of directions, and always improved compression over computing residuals from the DFCM prediction, on average by 14%.
General purpose compression
So far we have described the transform phase only, which alone yields 16:1 compression on average. Dramatic improvement in compression is obtained by passing this compact byte stream through a byte-based compressor. For simplicity and speed, we chose the widely available zlib 1.2.3 compressor on which gzip is based. We used the default zlib settings with 24 KB input and 8 KB output buffers. This improved the median compression from 16:1 to 84:1, and ratios as high as 3,800:1 were observed for near-regular meshes. 
Results
We here present results of running our connectivity coder on fourteen meshes in their original orderings (available at http://www.cc.gatech.edu/~lindstro/data/hexzip/) on a Linux PC with two 3.2 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs, 2 GB of RAM, and a 10 KRPM SCSI disk. Table 2 lists statistics for the meshes and the performance of the DFCM predictor in terms of correctly predicted vertex indices. Considering that no effort was made to optimize the vertex or element order, the prediction accuracy is remarkably high for such a simple scheme, which is also reflected in the compression rates. Good compression is achieved for all meshes but 'hanger', which has few elements (171) and little regularity to tease out.
We compare our scheme with a stripped down implementation of Isenburg and Alliez' chvm coder [4] , which is the best hexahedral mesh compressor that we know of. For calibration we also compare with bzip2 and gzip applied directly to the index list. All methods begin with a memory resident index list (not included in the memory footprint) and write their output to a file. Figure 2 and Table 3 summarize the results. As is evident, our scheme compresses significantly better than bzip2 and gzip, and sometimes even better than chvm. Not surprisingly, our method cannot always compete with chvm-which by permuting vertices, elements, and orientations does not losslessly encode the index list-and occasionally fares much worse. On the other hand, our lossless method is 20-30 times faster than chvm and uses very little memory. Although both gzip and our scheme make use of the zlib library, we gain in speed by rapidly and effectively reducing the amount of data to be compressed. As a result, the zlib phase adds only about 20% to the running time.
Our compressor can be implemented using a few simple arrays. With 12-bit DFCM hash indices, its memory footprint is 427 KB: 132 KB for the hash tables, 32 + 262 KB for the zlib I/O buffers and internal state, plus a few more bytes to hold the last two hexahedra.
By comparison, chvm uses as much as 260 MB of RAM, which is prohibitive for memory starved applications like numerical simulations. Finally, our implementation of encoder and decoder transforms (without zlib) is only 200 lines of C ++ code, which is insignificant compared to the more than 10,000 lines in our implementation of the chvm encoder alone.
Limitations
The main drawback of our method is the reliance on coherently ordered vertex and element arrays. Among the several mesh generators we have used, we have not yet encountered an incoherently ordered mesh, however some processing tasks may inadvertently scramble these arrays. To evaluate the sensitivity to ordering, we performed three experiments in which we randomly permuted vertices, hexahedra, and orientations. These experiments show that, at 2.4:1 average compression, randomizing the vertex order is far more damaging than scrambling the element order or orientation, which both allow for 5:1 compression. In case of incoherent input, preliminary results indicate that reordering can be very effective, and sometimes allows improving compression well beyond the ratios presented here.
Discussion
Our preconditioning scheme has been designed around the assumption that a compressor like zlib will remove any remaining redundancy in the byte stream. We here consider alternatives in case such a compressor, for whatever reason, is not available. The purpose of this discussion is two-fold: (1) to further improve the scheme in this situation, and (2) to dismiss the need for extra complexity in the transform phase whenever zlib is available.
As evidenced in Table 2 , it is quite common that all eight vertices of an element are correctly predicted. If this likelihood exceeds 1 8 = 12.5%, as is the case for all but one of our benchmark meshes, it is beneficial to use a single bit to flag all-correct predictions and to conditionally omit the per-vertex flags. Such per-element flags can be packed into a single byte by encoding eight elements at a time. Without zlib this change boosts the maximum compression from 32:1 to 256:1 and improves the average compression by 94%. However, this change surprisingly has a net negative effect on zlib, in spite of a near 2:1 decimation of the byte stream, and hence we omitted this step from our main scheme.
Although residuals due to misprediction are mostly small, some not so small residuals occur with high frequency. To more efficiently encode those residuals, a recency transform such as move-to-front [15] may be inserted before the byte coding stage, which effectively reduces the code length of frequent residuals. Without zlib, such a transform improves compression by 8%, though it interferes with zlib by constantly "relabeling" symbols.
Finally, the use of byte code limits residual compression to 4:1 by requiring codewords to be at least eight bits long. We applied a coding scheme similar to Anh and Moffat's world-aligned coder [14] , which packs several residuals as short as a single bit each into a 32-bit word. Together with a per-element flag and recency transform, this further improved compression by 18%, however at a significant penalty in code complexity. This is due to the fact that this scheme does not emit one codeword per input symbol, which may indefinitely delay residuals and prevent them from being encoded and interleaved with the corresponding prediction flags. Addressing this requires potentially significant buffering of prediction flags and/or periodic flushing of buffered residuals in both encoder and decoder, complicating the implementation. Finally, such a bit packing approach hurts the byte-level regularity in the stream, which ultimately has a negative impact on zlib. 
Geometry compression
For completeness we here briefly outline a novel scheme for lossless compression of vertex coordinates and any other vertex-centered floating-point data. A full treatment of this problem and detailed results are deferred to an extended version of this paper.
As is common [3, 4] , we use predictive coding to compress vertices in their order of reference from the index list, which on decoding specifies where in the array to place each decompressed vertex. We maintain a flag with each vertex to specify whether it has been compressed. 2 As a consequence of following this ordering, we usually end up with several different configurations of encoded and not-yet-encoded vertices within a single element, which is the only adjacency information we maintain and can exploit for prediction. To make the best possible use of available neighbors, we employ spectral prediction [16] by precomputing "optimal" rational weights for all 2 7 = 128 possible configurations (Figure 3) . Our derivation shows parallelogram [4] and Lorenzo prediction [6, 17] to be special cases (0x70 respectively 0x7f in Figure 3 ) of spectral prediction.
Similar to the case of index compression, we use a single bit to signal perfect predictions and compress scalars in groups of eight. As in Section 2.3, we also order residuals by magnitude and byte code the ordinals. The resulting stream, which is kept separate from the index stream, is then compressed with zlib.
Using the meshes from Section 2.6 stored in double precision, we obtain a median lossless compression of 6.3, and as much as 950 times reduction of the 'block' geometry. This amounts to a 60% average improvement over using the same coding scheme but the much smaller set of spectral predictors presented in [4] . We also more than double the compression over running gzip on the raw floating-point array, and attribute these results to the fact that most traversals result in an abundance of 3D Lorenzo predictions, which offer outstanding prediction of the often regularly shaped hexahedral elements. Finally, we note that our geometry compression scheme is both fast and memory efficient, and requires as little as 384 bytes for the 128 × 8 three-bit spectral weights.
